I. INTRODUCTION graphic equator. and (2) effects of this nonconformitx are propagated outward with a finite speed
It has been known that the sun has an extensive b,• the solar wind for many solar rotation periods.
current sheet, namely the hellospheric current sheet The large-sCale configuration of this complicated [Schulz, 1973 ' Saito, 1975 After Carrington rotation 1661. the amplitude of This rotation took place during the period when the waves became large (X '" 50ø). As a result. it the sunspot number was approximately one-half is practically impossible to envisage the three-maximum. The neutral line geometry is characdimensional configuration of the current sheet for terized by a large-amplitude double-wave geometry. such a large amplitude without some quantitative Figure 5 shows the current sheet at a distance of 2 effort. In 
